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1, 2, 3, Go!
Your very first all-in-one

With Laurastar Go, you can enjoy all the essentials
of Laurastar’s exclusive technology: a professional
iron & steam and an active table that includes a
blower and vacuum system. For flawless, smooth
ironing results, GO!

Offering you all the benefits of our technology and
know-how, Laurastar Go invites you to take your first
professional steps in the world of ironing. So what
are you waiting for! GO!

KEY FEATURES
Ergonomic:
3 height adjustment settings and a wide ironing
surface tapering to a narrow point, ideal for any
type of clothing.
Auto stop function:
the iron turns off automatically after 10 minutes of
non-use for enhanced safety and energy efficiency.
Easy to store away:
folds away to a compact 18 cm / 7.1 in.

INFORMATION
ABOUT PALLETISATION
Package dimensions
(H x W x L):
18.5 x 50 x 136 cm / 7.3 x 19.7 x 53.6 in
Pallet dimensions
(H x W x L):
217 x 101 x 137 cm / 85.5 x 39.8 x 54 in
Number of units per pallet:
22

N. and S. America
Ref.000.0604.784

PROFESSIONAL
IRON
Laurastar’s exclusive professional
soleplate diffuses an extra fine and
powerful steam that adapts to all
fabrics. Its rounded shape helps to
prevent unwanted creases.

ACCESSORIES
Laurastar quality cover
Protective soleplate
Drain tray
Cable holder
Insulating mat
Water filling bottle
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Europe
Ref.000.0304.784
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

90776 00674

90776 00671
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United Kingdom
Ref.000.0804.784

Professional iron: extra fine
and powerful steam

ACTIVE TABLE

IF PRACTICAL IS WHAT YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR? GO!
Laurastar Go unfolds and folds away at your command. It’s so easy to
store away and take out again. No more excuses not to iron!

The table includes a blower
and vacuum system to prevent
unwanted creases. The direction
may be changed from blower
to vacuum simply by pushing
a button.

Steam pressure: constant pressure,
3.5 bars (double volume)
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90776 00673
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Power fan: 4 VA
Ironing board height: 3 positions,
79-95 cm / 31.1-37.4 in

Australia
Ref.000.0704.784

Steam generator capacity: ~ 0.8 L / ~ 27 oz.
Dimensions (L x W x H):
130 x 39 x 18 cm / 51.2 x 15.4 x 7.1 in
Power appliance:
1800 W / 1600 W (only for 120 V systems)
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90776 00672

Total weight: ~ 12.7 kg / ~ 28 lbs
Guarantee: 2 years
(only for the European Union and Switzerland)

www.laurastar.com
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